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Introduction
There are two general
kinds of water in
biological
systems , both of which can be involved
in distortions
of biological
structure
upon pre paration
for scanning
electron
microscopy
(SEM).
A min or fraction
is closely
associated
with macromolecules.
It is referred
to a "bound" water,
and is characterized
by its resistance
to freezing
(13), its long motional
correlation
time for proton nuclear
magnetic
resonance
(NMR) relaxation
(12), and its low diffusion
coefficient
document e d by quasi-elastic
neutron
scatter in g (QENS)
(20).
Although some of this water may be very
strongly
bound to macromolecules,
much of it
appears
to exchan ge rapidly
with bulk wat e r,
as documented by the averaging
of proton NMRrelaxation
times (28).
The major fraction
of cellular water is referred
to as bulk water . This
water is generally
thought
to be "fr ee " water
much like that in a simple dilute
aqueous solu tion.
The major purpose of this Symposium,
"The Sta te Of Water In The Cell",
is to examine
evidence
which indicates
that the bulk water of
the cell has physical
properties
that are quite
different
from those of "free"
wat er in a sim ple dilute
aqueous solution,
and t o consider
the
impa c t of these properties
on ph ysiological
functions.
A more detailed
account of the subject
of this paper was published
in the Proceedings
of the 4th Pfefferkorn
Conference
on the Science
of Biological
Specimen Preparation
(22).

The Symposium of which this paper is a part,
"The State Of Water In The Cell",
examines evidence which indicates
that the bulk water of the
cell has physical
properties
th at are different
from tho se of free water in a dilute
aqueous solution.
The heterogeneity
of environments
of
water within
cells
makes direct
application
of
ph ys ical studies
difficult.
However, the major
ph ys iologic
effect
of an ordered
state
of bulk
cell water is solute
exclusion,
and this is also
demonstrated
by simple polymer solutions
. Such
systems have provided
an opportunit
y to show
that such water has motional
correlation
times
within
an order of magnitude of those of free
water,
and to model other unique properties
of
bulk cell water.

Historical
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Perspective

During the first
100 years following
the
enunciation
of the cell theory,
the properties
of
cell water were defined
by the behavior
of cell
volume in media of varying
osmolality
and by colligative
properties.
Osmotic pressure
(17) is the
pressure
which when applied
to a solution
will
prevent
the movement of water into th e solution
when it is separated
from pure water by a membrane permeable
onl y to water.
By analogy with
the gas l aw:

Cell water,
Microwave

11 V

~

nRT

(1)

where Vis the volume of water and n is th e number of moles (equivalents).
If in the osmotic
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regulation
( 19,21).
Moreover,
the apparent
osmotic behavior
of cells
is readily
accounted
for
by a theory of cell water, based on the Bradley
multilayer
isotherm,
which ignores
the osmotic
influence
of dissolved
solutes
altogether
(17).
Aspects of this problem are discussed
by others
in this Symposium.
For instance,
Cameron (2) and
Clegg (3) have demonstrated
marked discrepancies
between variations
in cellular
ion concentrations
and variations
in cellular
water contents
in
oocytes and L-cells,
respectively.
The third set of observations
which suggest
that bulk cellular
water exists
in a state
unlike a dilute
aqueous solution
is the evidence
that those solutes
which are dissolved
in bulk
cellular
water exist
in equilibrium
in concentrations
lower than in the dilute
aqueous extracellular
medium.
Aspects of this are discussed
by Ling (15) and Clegg (3) elsewhere
in this
Symposium.
In this context,
Clegg (3) points
out the enormous surface
areas associated
with
cytoplasmic
matrices
and their
potential
for interactions
with bulk cellular
water.
Ling (15)
reviews evidence
that polypeptide
backbones
of
extended proteins
are responsible
for the orientation
of bulk cellular
water.

applied
to a cell,
there is no solute
th en V , th e volume of cell water is:
cw
V

cw

Constant/1'(,

(2)

where fr is the osmotic pressure
of the external
solu t ion.
For a perfect
osmometer,
V
is a linear function
of 1/'fr.
Numerous studi~~
of cells
indicated
this behavior,
and this was interpreted
to mean that cell water must be like free water
in a dilute
aqueous solution.
In reality,
one
observed:
Vcw - b = Constant/ft,

(3)

where "b" indicated
a fraction
of cell water that
does not vary with-1,; and this water was referred
to as "nonsolvent
water"
(23).
The majority
of physiologists
were comfortable with the ad hoc assumption
of a "nonsolvent"
fraction
of cell water.
However, this fraction
("b") varied
from 0 (9) to 65% (10) of V
depending upon the type of cell studied,
t~~ experimental
conditions,
and the particular
solute
used to adjust -rr. This, plus the difficulty
envisioning
a sharp distinction
between fullysolvent
and fully-nonsolvent
states
of water led
others
to question
the assumption
of two kinds of
bulk water.
Around 1920 a few investigators
attempted
to
better
define
cell water by studying
its colligative
properties.
Gartner
(7) noted that cell
water could remain unfrozen
at -20°C, and that
there was an excess depression
of freezing
point
or vapor pressure
when sugars were taken up by
the cells.
He postulated
that bulk cell water
exists
in a unique state
characteristic
of colloidal systems.
However, these phenomena could be
accounted
for in other ways (1), and a physical
concept of the "colloidal"
state
was not produced.
Moreover,
physiologists
were convinced
that thi
osmotic pressure
exerted
by freely-dissolved
K
salts
insite
cells
came very close to equalling
that of Na salts
in an isotonic
extracellular
medium (9).
In recent
years,
three major sets of observation
have made it evident
that bulk cellular
water must exist
in a state
unlike
a dilute
aqueous solution.
Tie first
is the evidence
that most of cellular K is not uniformly
free in solution .
Aspects of this were reviewed by others
in this
symposium.+ Edelmann (6) has proven the adsorbed
state
of K in frog skeletal
muscle using electron microscopic
and laser-mass
microprobe
analytic
techniques.
Ling (15), Hazlewood (8) and
Cameron (2) have demonstrated
ion retention
by
permeabilized
skeletal
muscle,
lymphocytes,
and
erythrocytes,
respectively.
The second is the difficulty
reconciling
results
of osmotic experiments
which require
the
ad hoc assumption
of large fractions
of nonsolvent water or of changes in nonsolvent
fractions
of wat er withou t changes in the concenirations
of intracellular
solutes
(especially
K) (e.g.,5)
coupled with the failure
of classical
cellular
physiology
to solve the problem of cell volume

Physical

Properties

of Bulk Cellular

Water

It has proven very difficult
to define
the
nature
of bulk cellular
water using physical
techniques.
The results
of studies
of colliga tive properties
(1,7),
dielectric
relaxation
properties
(e.g.
25), and NMRrelaxation
rates
have
in the past failed
to provide
good reasons
to reject the null hypothesis
that bulk cellular
water
is not any different
than water in a simple dilute aqueous solution.
However, colligative
properties
for the most part do not distinguish
one
equilibrium
theory from another.
Dielectric
properties
can be dominated by a small fraction
of
"free"
water.
NMRrelaxation
rates
can be dominated by very small fractions,
with short relaxation
times,
in rapid exchange with bulk cellular water.
Consequently,
there is a strong
model-dependence
of the interpretation
of observed dielectric
and NMR properties
of water in
systems as heterogeneous
as cells.
The averaging
problem is particularly
well
illustrated
in the case of NMRrelaxation
rates
of the water proton.
The spin - lattice
relaxa tion time, T , is about 4000 msec in deionized
1
water at 20MHz at room temperature,
1500 msec in
a physiologic
salt solution,
1200 msec in a solution containing
proteins
and salts
(e.g.,
plasma), and from 200 to 900 msec in cells.
The
shorter
T of cell water protons
could be caused
1
by only a very small population
of "bound"
water with a long motional
correlation
time, but
in rapid exchange with bulk cell water.
We consider the case where the fraction,
PB of bound
water is 0.01 and its inherent
T 1.5 msec.
1
This would corr~~pond
to a motional
correlation
time, r, , of 10
sec.
It is in rapid exchange
with a fraction
of bulk water of 0.99 that is
free water with an inherent
T of 1500 msec
1
(i.e.,
that of a physiologic
salE
olution
con11
taining
protei.ns)
and a Tc of 10
sec.
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According
to the Zimmermann-Britten
t he observed
T , T obs, is:
1
1

equation

in Biopolymers

(28)

TABLE 1. Properties
of Water in Polyethylene
Oxide Solutions
(approx.
30%). (References

11,

16, 24).
q-value

(4)

Prolonged~

T obs would be 137 msec.
Now suppose that the
1
bulk water is not ordinary
"free"
water but organized
in such a fashion
as to h~Yo a ., about
one order of magnitude
slower (10
sec5.
To
obtain
an observed T of 137 msec, we need o~~y
1
have a bound fx, PB, of 0.01 with a -;-c of 10
sec.
Since sources
of small fractions
of water
with long motional
correlation
times (e.g.,
water bound irrotationally
to biopolymers,
water in contact
with paramagnetic
centers
on
enzymes, etc.)
are many, it is evident
that the
observed
relaxation
times are not at all sensitive to relatively
small changes in the motional
correlation
time of the bulk water.
However, an
organization
of bulk cellular
water sufficient
to cause it to have a profound effect
on the
solubility
of small molecules
will produce a motional
correlation
time that is larger
than that
of "free"
water by only an order of magnitude
(16).
Such water cannot be "detected"
by NMR,
but can have a profound physiologic
role - it
cai account
for the exclusion
of solutes
like
Na and sucrose
from cells.
In fact,
the two major physiologic
properties that we are attributing
to an organized
state
of bulk cell water are solute
exclusion
and volume regulation.
The latter
includes
mechanisms
that maintain
the chemical
potential
of cell water equal to that of the dilute
aqueous external
medium and these a re discussed
by
Ling (15) in this Symposium.
The former refers
t o the fact that the equilibrium
concentration
of a solute,
i, dissolved
in bulk water is
t yp icall y lower than in the external
medium, and
is non-saturable
with respect
to the concentration of the solute
in the external
medium (14,
21) . This relation
is described
by the q-value:
qi = [i]cell

water

/ [i]external

~ l.O

of Na+=

Prolonged

0.22
4.6

by NMR relaxation=

1a by

Microwave

Reduced

Diffusion

Reduced

Translational

Reduced

Rotational

Dielectric=

by Pulsed-Gradient
Diffusion
Diffusion

2.2
NMR

0.55

by QNS = 0.33
by QNS = 0.26

Third, a search has been mounted for simple
polymer solutions
which have an effect
on those
properties
of bulk water that are thought
to have
physiologic
significance
(i.e.,
solute
exclusion),
but do not contain
fractions
of water with long
motional
correlation
times in exchange with bulk
water.
This approach,
initiated
by Ling (18) is
one of the themes of this Symposium.
The results
in one such polymer,
polyethylene
oxide (PEO), are
summarized in Table 1. These results
show clearly that the bulk water that+has
profound ability
to exclude solutes
(e.g. Na) need have motional
correlation
times that are only within an order
of magnitude of that of free water.
Similar
observations
have been made in solutions
of extended proteins
like gelatin
(14,16,18).
The task which lies ahead is to determine
which of the "c y toskeletal"
elements
have the
bulk water-ordering
effect
in cells.
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